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From Under My Brim
Fear struck deep into Jack's bean as he skidded to a stop
not 5 feet away from an 8 foot long rattler. His nostrils
opened wide to accommooate his shan and deep breaths,
his whole body tingled as be felt the rushing blood pound
in his neck, and sweat began to drip from his face. The
snake reared up and headed towards him. Even in his
panic, Jack could plainly see that the snake was an old
one, he counted 10 rattles-IO years old. The Madrone
Soda Springs trail was narrow at this point, and the only
escape was backwards-but too late. Just as Jack. turned
EO run, the enormous viper muck him high on the boot
driving its paira1 bypode:rmic fangs througb the boot and
deep into his leg. Jack sent his son back to the ranger
station for belp while he oonsumed the half·full bottle of
whiskey be always carried just for such emergencies. He
knew this antidote was responsible for saving at least the
stronger victims. Now his leg was swelling to nearly
twice its size, and the pain became unbearable. He put a
tourniquet tightly around the leg to keep the poison from
rraveling through his blood system. Rangers arrived al
the scene in less that an hour, but Jack was near death.
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He was rushed by helicopter to the hospital but died in
route. This, rm sorry to say, was not the end of the
tragedy. About a year later Jack's son was trying on his
father's hiking boots when something sharp stuck him in
the foot . When he inspected the boot, he found one of
the fangs still in it. He made it to the hospital in a shon
time, and, although he survived, he spent many weeks
recovering from the self·inflected snake bite.
A nightmare? Maybe, but certainly nOl a true story-far
from it. 1 know of nothing that is more feared than
rattlesnakes. Fear most commonly comes from the lack of
knowledge and truth; and there are probably more fear·
filled, untrue stories told about ranlesnakes than about
any other animal on the face of this earth.
Our rattlesnake, the Western Rattlesnake, Crotalus viridis,
(or more specifically the subspecies in our area being the
Nonhero Pacific Ranlesnake, Crotalus viridis oregan us) is
the only rattlesnake found in it's range which includes
most all of California except the deserts and southern
mountains. As rattlesnakes go, these are rather small
being up to 5 feet in length but more commonly about 3
feet at maturiry.
As with all rattlesnakes, they are
included in a group called pit vipers because they have
inhared sensors located in pits in from of their eyes.
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Ranl~nalc:es are cold blooded animals SO they need to
regulate their body temperature by moving to colder spotS
when it's hot and honer spots when its cool. When it's
cold out, they are hibunating, and when it's hot out
they're off the mills and in the shade. Rattlesnakes hunt
mostly from dusk to dawn and will lie in wait until a
mouse, ground squirrel or other rodent comes by. With
its beat JellSing pits, it can feel the warmth of the
animal's body and accurately strike at it. It can also use
itS eyes with low light--they have elliptical pupils capable
of opening quite wide; the same arrangement as some
other night creatures, like cats . Once they have bitten the
prey, the ~om starts to work.
Rattlesnake venom
contains a variety of roxlns. Some can cause failure of
major organs such as the kidneys or hean while others
will actually start digesting the animal by destroying cell
tissue. The prey will usually run off which helps pump
the toxins more rapidly to the vital organs. A substance
in the venom that causes am::iety also helps in rapid
spread of the toxins. The snake will allow the prey to
escape and then slowly follow it using itS smell-sensing
tongue. The prey of snakes is often larger than their
mouth opening, but they are able to unhook their upper
and lower ja'W'S so that they can swallow these larger
animals.
Rattlesnakes are well developed having the heat sensing
pits, poison glands that lead to a pair of hollow fangs that
are swung out of the mouth when saiking, and a unique
warning devicr-rattles.
The rattles are made up of
~!e!hl s: ... H;:: to :.'OU! fi:::ger naili, <:.rIC a ne\,.. rau.!e is
added each time the snake sheds itS skin (their skin does
not grow, so, as the snake gets larger, it need to shed the
old skin and add a new one). Snakes shed from 0 to 6
times per year--the older the snake, the less it grows, and
the fewer times it sheds. Thus, the number of rattles
does not relate directly to age.
Rattlesnakes put on
progressively larger rattles as they get bigger. Once they
reach maturity, new rattles are all about the same size ,
so: if the outline of the rattles is wedge shaped, the snake
is young; if it is of even width, it is older. Rattles, of
coarse, are a warning device. These snakes often live
were large hoofed animals might step On them. It works
quite nicely on humans also.
Our rattlesnakes are rather docile and the chance of being
bitten here are slim. My close encounters with these
snakes ~ to be similar to reports of others. Once,
Bob Pattie was walking in frOD( of me and apparendy
Stepped over a rattler on a trail. I was only a few steps
behind him and staned to put my foot down right on top
of it when I saw it. It just Jajd quietly there counting on
itS green-colored camouflage to keep from being seen (yes,
most of our rattlesnakes are a greenish colo,a).
On
anomer occasion, while walking up the Little Fork with
my family, my daughter, son, and myself all stepped over
a coiled rattlesnake without seeing it.
My daughter's
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stride was shaner than the width of the coiled snake so
that I expect that she actually stepped on it. Finally, my
wife, who seems to be able to sense the presence of
snakes witbout even seeing them. stopped and said,
Rthere's a snake around bere r
She looked down, and
there it was. We walked on and returned to the location
an hour later and found the snake still coiled in the same
spot. We poked it with a stick. and it just quiedy crawled
off. A few years ago while on a ride-along for volunteers,
my son was walking bare footed in low grass along the
Orestimba Creek when he stepped on a very large
rattlesnake. The snake didn't try to strike-it didn't even
coil. k most of you know, there has only been one
person in the history of the park that has been bitten by a
rattlesnake, and that was a Boy Scout leader showing his
scouts how to handle rattlesnakes! This is how over 1/3
of the people in the U.S. get bitten-fooling with them.
Snakes that have been killed can strike and even inject
poison by reflex action up to 45 minutes after they die.
Read Brewer's encounter with a dead snake in his book
Up and Down California in 1880-1884. Once venom has
been exposed to air for a while, it becomes inactive.
Stories of people dying from being pricked by fangs left in
bootS or tires are untrue.
Every year, in local parks and wild areas, some people do
get bitten by rattlesnakes. Although the bites are very
painful, few people die . In fact, of the people bitten
nation wide, less than 2% die, and this includes: bites by
eastern snakes which inject larger quantities of poison,
bites that receive no medical Attention, and bites to older
or younger persons, or persons that are in poor healthpersons whose bodies are less able to handle the poison.
The low percentage of deaths is probably the reason wby
so many cures are believed to work.
These include
everything from a fifth of whiskey to toad urine. Over
20% of the bites are "dry" where no venom is injected.
This may be due to the snake having little venom because
of recendy eating. but more likely, since snakes can
apparently control the amount of poison they inject, they
do not want to waste the poison on something they are
not going to eat. Remember, snakes have no desire to
bite you. You are too big to eat and too scary to be
neat. Although they can strike at any time, their tim
choice is to lie still and hope you won't see them; second
they will flee if possible; and third they will warn with
th~ir rattles if they feel threatened.
Generally accepted first aid is to put a constricting band,
not a toumiquet, a few inches from the bite, between the
bite and the hean. Tht constricting band is tight enough
to slow the poison's movement in the lymphatic system
but does not stop blood flow (you should be able to slip
one or two fingers comfonably und~r the band). Never
put a band on the trunk of the body or the neck.. The
most imponam thing is to keep the person calm [0 avoid
pumping the poison too quickly to the vital organs. They
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should DOt walk if at all possible. Keep the bitten area
below the 1eve1 of the bean and immobilize it: movement
should be kept to a minimum. Remember that rattlesnake
poison contains a chemical that will make even a person
anxious. Cutting and sucking can be valuable in the first
15 minuteS after a bite, but it is generally DO( suggested
any more because more damage is often done and
infection is very likely.
lbings that make the blood
thinner or hasten the spread of the venom, sum as
alcohol, aspirin, or ice packs, should not be used. Medical
attentioD should be obtained as quickly as possible. Use
of antivenin and other treatment will reduce pain and
swelling, and, most imponantly, reduce further damage.
One of the worst things about a bite is the tissue damage
that occurs from the digestive enzymes foUlld in the
poison. If. healthy person could not obtain help, they
would be able to survive if they stayed calm and waited a
few days fur their liver to remove the poison from their
system.. Although not yet wdl accepted, some things are
being done with electtic shock that appear to work well
on all type of biteS.
Although the sighting of a rattlesnake may send chills up
your back, don't think of them as something less than
butterflies or wildflowers, deer or squirrels, rainbows or
oak trees-we need to realize that they are valuable
members of this wild place we call Coe Park. If you think
you're afraid when you bear that unforgettable buzzing
going off at your feet , think of it from the snake's
standpoint: Imagine laying on your belly and having
something akin to a 400 foot raii, 20 lons T;Tanosaurus
rex. aomping around near you-that would make even the
bravest of us shake.

Volunteer Activities
Cae volunteers have been wry actiw this Spring. An
extra shift was added to the weekend bours for the Visitor
Center, providing caw:rage for the bours of 4:00 PM to
8:00 PM on the Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays of our
Springtime heavy use period. Evidently this has been
received ¥I'el.l by the public as the Visitor Center has been
kept busy during these extended times.
Thanks
particularly to the effortS of Bob North and the volunteers
be bas been able to organize, there have been
interpretative programs scheduled for the public ~ry
Saturday at: 1:00 PM and 8:00 PM and every Sunday at
1:00 from Man:b 11 through early June . These programs
have been ~-atte:nded. Aa:ording to the reports from
23 of the programs presented in March and April there
was of range of from 2 to 45 people attending each
program. The avenge attendance was 17 persons per
program.
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Volunteer trammg was also continued during the spring.
1bis training included a wildflower workshop in March, as
well as classes on ~First Aid on the Trail", "Interpretative
Techniques", and "Ecology" in April and with "Birds" in
May and 'Traclting" in June .
A larger than usual number of persons have expressed. an
interest in becoming new volunteers, so it is likely we will
have a large class this fall. The following schedule bas
been tentatively adopted by the Volunteer Committee:
September 1: Applications due
September 14 & 16: Interviews
October 7 & 8: Initial Training
October 21 & 22: Ride-a-Iong
November 4 & 18: Training
December 9: Training
January 13: Final training
February 3: Mandatory meeting

Bill Fraser

Board of Directors Meeting - March 16
Don Holmes led the board in establishing goals for 1989.
Strategic Goals remain the same as those established in
1988. Some changes and additions have been made to the
current year's Tactical Goals. In addition to establishing
goals for the year, those goals have been assigned to
individual Board members. The Board members, however,
are not expected to personaily accomplish the PAA goal:i
but are encouraged to recruit volunteer participation. The
fo llowing is list of 1989 PRA Goals along with the
responsible Board Member. You participation is important
in seeing that we end the year constructiwly. Look
through the 1989 goals and call your Board to get
involved. We also welcome suggestions for future planning
sessions .
Strategic Goal: Sponsor a volunteer program to provide
educational and interpretive services.
Tactical Goals:
Suppon an incentive program to enhance volunteer
participation. - Bill Frazer
Improw and implement a process to match volunteers and
projeas . - Bill Frazer
Develop and maintain a measure of the quality and
effectiveness of the volunteer training program. - Bill
Frazer
Retain at least 85% of current volunteers and recruit at
least 25% new volunteers. - Jim Mason
Maintain the current level of visitors and create at least
one new interpretive program. - Bonnie Larsen
Revive the resource inventory program with at least one
weekend per quaner. - Don Holmes.
Strategic Goal : Promote public awareness of Henry W. Coe
State Park through education.
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Tactical Goals :
Create the following:
1. Traveling Art ezhibit. - ~a McCormack
2. One press anicle per month . Bonnie Larsen
Promote the creation of at least one new interpretive
publication (e.g. Pine Ridge Anthology) and increase sales
of aisting publications by 25%. - Winslow Briggs
Sponsor a Mother's Day Breakfast, Fall SBQ, and An
Sbow. Marprot Enns
Strategic Goal: Provide interpretive resources.
Tactical Goals:
Meet or exceed budgeted income goals . - Jim Mason
Improve the effectiveness and attractiveness of the PRA
bookstore. - Margaret Enns
Meet the interpretive apense budgt!t by: - Winslow Briggs
I. Publishing a full park map.
2. Completing the downstairs room (No apansion
conflict).
3. Completing at least one other physical interpretive
project.
E%pa.Dd the museum facility (Stage 1): • Celia McConnack
1. Architectural drawings
2. Cost/Schedule estimates
J . FWlding targets
Strategic Goal: Develop an involved and supportive PRA
membership.
Tactical Goals :
Form. a PM membersbip Committee to: - Don Holmes
1. Provide a recruiting module for me volunteer ttaining.
2. Retain at least 95% of current PRA membersbip and
grow at least 50%.
Maintain the newsletter publishing schedule and expand
dismbution. - Dave Hildebrand
Enhance PRA benefits and unity with at least two all PRA
events, and fewer subgroup events. - Margaret Enns
E.J:pand membersbip involvement and develop leadership
by: - Don Holmes
1. Increasing the number of nominees for PRA Board
seats.
2. Hold at least two Board meetings at park headquaners
during daytime weekend hours.
Develop member cross training by sen cling PRA members
to at least ODe outside training. - Don HaImes

-The Mother's Day Breakfast was a great success
-An enthusiastic committee has plans well under way
for the September 30th 8SQ
-The artists' ride-along held on April 22nd was tailored
toward individual interests this year
Exciting news from the disaict office is that funding for
Phase 1 work on the Cae Visitor Center has passed the
Department of Parks and Recreation and bas been
submitted to the fiscal office for approval.
The Eric David May Memorial Bench installation was
completed on April 16th. The Board thanks Leif Larsen
for his special effon on this project.
The Trails Advisory Committee submitted three proposals
for printing the full park map. The Board approved their
recommendation to allocate funds for the an work and
printing of 5,000 maps by CanoGraphics of San Frandseo.
The Board also approved allocating funds to purchase
binders for the volunteer training manuals currently being
developed .
The next Board Meeting will be held at park headquarters
PRA members are alwa~
on July 16th at 9:30 A.M .
welcomed at Board Meetings. We plan meetings at Coe
to make it as easy as possible for you to get involved or
to just get a look at your Board in action. You might like
to bring a lunch and join us for a short walk to the Eric
David May Memorial Bench. You 'Will also get to meet
Dean Meyer, our new maintenance persOD .
We look
forward to seeing you there.

Iva Pepper

Thank You, Circuit City
When the Pine Ridge Association went shopping for a new
refrigerator this Spring, we were fortunate to meet some
very belpful people at Circuit City. The Hillsdale Avenue
Store Manager gave us a substantial discount on our new
Frigidaire . We are pleased to call attention to Circuit City
as a fine example of the business community supporting
programs that make Santa Clara Valley a good place to
live. We are also delighted with our new refrigerator.
Check it out Den time you're at the museum!

Iva Pepper

Iva Pepper

Board of Directors Meeting May 25, 1989
Progress is well under wayan many of OUI 1989 goals!
Highlights include:
-increased interest in the 1989 volunteer training
program

-PRA membersbip is up significantly for the year
-Winslow Rrius revised trail guide and the fish book
publication are both nearing completion
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Time For a New Editor
After more than )0 years as the editor of the Ponderosa, I
think it is a good time to have someone else take over.
There are several aspects of the job. The first is getting
the material together and in the form it can be edited..
The second is doing the page layout and editing to make
the master copies that go to the printer. The last is easiest
as I have a lot of help here. This is getting as many as
300 copies printed, stapled, labeled and mailed. I can help
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anyone new learn the job and work with them for the
first few news letters. Please let me know if you have an
interest in taking over this job. One of the most important
things an organization like the PRA does is disseminate
information and the Ponderosa is one of the most visible
ways we do this.

Dave Hildebrand

Deadline For Nen Newsletter Articles
The nen newsletter will be published October 1st. All
articles to be included in this news letter need to be
delivered to the editor by September 1st to allow time for
editing, layout and printing .
Articles submitted on
diskette save time, and insure accuracy. WordPerfect can
convert ten from Revisable-Farm-Text used by IBM
DisplayWrite, Navy DlF, WordSw, MultiMate and
unformatted tell files . Anyone wanting to write an article
can use the PRA's computer at the park [0 enter the
article in WordPetfect and there are diskettes available to
use for your article. Now that you see how easy it is, get
busy and write your article about your favorite trail.
flower, scene or adventure. Share your experiences and
you will find you enjoy them even more.
Dave Hildebrand

CAMP HOST- someone to serve appetizers to
the campers?
The camp host program is about to get off the ground at
Henry W. Coe State Park. We're looking for candidates
(single or couple) to live on-site to perform maintenance
and housekeeping duties around Cae headquarters.
In
exchange for 20 hours of volunteered labor (4 hours per
day, 5 days per week, working weekends), the bast is
provided parking space for hislher R. V. In this first pilot
program we're rec;,uesting a commianent to a 3 month
stinL
The camp J:.x.t will be responsible for basic cleanup of the
campground, and day use areas including trash removal,
restroom cleaning, fire pit cleaning and litter pickup. The
bast will work with Dean (the new Maintenance worker)
in routine repair and maintenance of the facilities.
We have several applications on file and we're always
happy to accept more. IT you are interested in finding out
more about the program, contact Chief Ranger Kay
Schmidt-Robinson at the Gavilan District office at
(408)623-4526.

The Fall Barbecue
ft

The 7th annual -All you can eat Santa Maria barbecue
will be held on Saturday September 30th at Cae park.
Ben Marasco will be coming up with his crew from Santa
Maria again to prepare his famous tri-tips with all the
trimmings. Serving time will be from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
with bikes, slide shows and games for the kids starting at
11 a .m. and running until 4 p.m. Cost will be $9.50 for
the steak and $2.50 for hot dogs. Beer, wine and soda
will be available. Tickets will go on sale on July 15th at
the park. They may be obtained by sending a check for
the proper amount and a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to the park. Park volunteers will also be selling tickets.
Get your tickets early, as with all PRA events, the tickets
can be sold out quickly. For funher information call the
park at n9-2728.

Wild Ufe Sightings
lbree Mountain Lions have bttn sighted lately. A Sierra
Oub group saw a lion near the main Coyote Creek not far
from Coit Camp back in April and Ruby Domino saw a
lion a little funher downstteam just a few weeks ago. On
Memorial Day weekend, day hikers having lunch where
the Shon<ut road crosses the Middle Fork had a lion,
with one of the study collars around its neck, walk by lS
to 20 yards away.
Rarely s~en phai!!.cpoepl:u w'!!e se'!!l hOTh 2.! Mississip!,i
Lake and near the Hoover landing strip. These beautiful
black and white birds with red eyes are probably more
conunon but few people make it out into the eastern part
of the park were they are expected to be found .
Backpackers noted Prairie Falcon eggs on a cliff along the
Pacheco Creek and the Falcons known to nest along the
East Fork of the Coyote Creek were seen at their nesting
site. No one has checked the other known nesting site in
Coon Creek this year.
In early May, Dave Sellers saw a large rattlesnake
following a ground squirrel with dellberate purpose. The
squirrel, who knew he was being followed, weD[ up on a
fallen limb and was chattering at the snake and wagging
its tail in an agitated wner. Just like Wild Kingdom
with out the insurance adds, Dave related how the snake
and especially the worried squirrel were so interested in
eadJ. other that they did not care that he was standing
just feet away taking pictures . Dave will be glad to show
off his pictures of the episode when they are developed.

In Memory Of Eric David May
In the early fall of 1988 the Pine Ridge Association was
designated the redpient of a memorial fund created in
memory of ERIC DAVID MAY. Eric died July 4, 1988 on
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Holtum Glacier of Mt Shasta. Eric lived his life in Morgan
Hill, hik~d many of the trails of H~ Coe and loved the
Park. Eric becam~ a Biologist and naruralist and was a
skilled observer of plant and animal life. The Pine JUdge
Association and Henry Cae Park wer~ chosen for this
memorial because the preservation and enhancement of
th~ beautiful hills of South Va11~y gaw: him joy when he

was aJivo.
Eric's family and friends chose a lovely redwood memorial
park bench with th~ inscription "IN MEMORY OF ERIC
DAVID MAY FROM HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS-. Don
Holmes, LeH and Bonni~ Larsen and Eric's family and
friends spent a day in the park choosing a site for the
bench.
Pine Ridge was chosen as the site for the
memorial bench. On a Sunday morning in March; Dan
May, Fred King, Mik~ Lynds and Leif Larsen placed the
bench on Pine JUdge over looking the South Valley. If
you take th~ Monum~nt Trail to the fork where there is
always a patch of Gold Fields in the spring, take a left to
the top of th~ hill and then bear right and you will see
Eric's bench. Th~r~ are plans of putting in a trail that
will rake you to Eric's bench and circle the meadow.

sausag~

bricks that arrived at the breakfast site at 7:15

am. Alas, the supermarket that agreed to store these
precooked it~ms in th~ir chiller mistakenly put th~m in
their freezer . With but an hour and a half to thaw the
giant sausage and potato wloaves", volunteer cooks took
the large frying pan handles and broke off hunks of
frozen gooclies to thaw them on the grill. All burners w~re
up full blast. By 9 AM, wh~n the first breakfasters arrived,
ther~ wasn't a frozen tat~r or sausage in sight. Thanks to
all who worked around the grill those first couple of
hours to overcome this obstacle. There are too many
volunteers involved to thank individually. But I should
mention that Margie Snively and Leif Larsen handled all
the precooking responsibilities and purchasing; Iva Pepper
prepared ticlcet sales and delightfully colored (and
numbered) the tickets. And Robena and Herschel Wright
and their truck did yeomen's work moving tables on
Saturday. Bob Buchner and Margaret Enns who tOOk
charge of the parking and Jane Tracy for flowers and
strawberries. Finally, thanks to all volunteers who helped
with the clean-up; it went faster and easier than ever
before.

On", again, 'MAY 1lIESE QUITE HIUS BRING PEACE TO
mE SOUL OF rnOSE WHO ARE SEl!KING".

Lee Sims

THE TALE OF THE ANOENT BACKPACKER
OR

Margeret Enns

Mothus Day Breakfast A Great Success
The Mother's Day Breakfast dodged another bullet this
year and successfully fed 300 people, including about 50
volunteers. Mor~ than 100 Pine JUdge members purchased
ticketS for the ew:nL Because members had first crack at
the sought after tickets, the breakfast lured several
families into the association in order [0 get tickets in
advance . The remaining 150 tickets went within 24 hours
after they were announced for sale in the local papers.
New this year at the breakfast were 299 enamelware
coffee cups dlat replaced the environmentally destructive
styrofoam cups that we have used in the past. Happily all
299 were still around when the breakfast was over. Music
from the WCat and the Fiddle", a banjo and fiddle duo
from LaGrang~ , entertained the ~aters, many of whom
lingered under the warm SUD after breakfast with coffee
and hot chocolate. Th~ "Cat and the Fiddle," by the way,
are spending the summer playing at Opryland in Nashville
• they left t:h~ day after the breakfast. The successful ~nt
was not with a few aises mat kept volunteers jumping.
The first. and relatively minor crisis, cam.~ when th~ t~n
w
"knock.down tables wer~ found to have only five sets of
legs. Hersch Wright made a quick run the Headquaners
and picked up empty garbage cans to suppon the table
tops. Of greater concern we~ th~ giant frozen potatO and
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WAUl<, WAn:R EVERYWHERE
BUT NOT A DROP TO DRINK
With apologies to Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Realizing one of my childhood desires (the others are:
unfit to print), I took the plunge recently and made my
firSt overnight backpacking trip at the tender (and I do
mean tender) age of 42. The trip was the result of a
foolish and rash commitment made to a good friend over
a cold beer the memory of which was going to haunt me
before the trip was over. We took along our sons, ages 11
and 12, fishing gear and some exotic sounding food but
failed miserably in our mission to find the mythical ~el
dorado", otherwise known as freeze dried Coors Golden
Light.
Let me stan off by confessing that I aJ..:l a little
overweight. althougb far from obese, and that I did
·c:heat~ by picking the trail that started off with the easy
2.5 miles to Manzanita Point followed by the downhill to
China Hole. However, as I struggled up the last of the
Willow Ridge Trail a few hours later. I felt the only thing
I was cheating was death. Being the great Dad that I am,
I had foolishly listened to my son's pleas and had relieved
him of the heavy contents of his back pack and now as
my legs felt like wet sand, the only thing in my favor was
that I had quit smoking a few )1:ars ago . By this ti.m.~ my
friend was muttering threats against my life having
convinced himself I was trying to kill him so I could steal
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his best fishing reel. It is said that memory kindly blocks
out the worst of the pain and if so, I must have really
been in trouble as I can still remember the pain and
feeling of despair as each comer revealed yet another gut
wrenching climb.
Howevu, as with aU things both good and bad, me climb
finally came to aD end and as we were patting ourselves
on the back. along came Fred King who bad set out an
bour and a half after us and was going aU the way to
Mississippi Lake! • oh for young legs again. Having
ac:hanged pleasantties and taken photographs of each
other (Fred. PLEASE don't show it to anyone), we
continued our journey to Hoover Lake which, in our
dreams, was just around the nen comer and past the
fence line that E\wett bad told us marked the fisherman's
trail to the lake. Needless to say, it was not and along
with seeing my past life flash before my eyes, I began to
pray that the lake would produce fish othelWise my life,
or at best a good hiendship, was in grave danger.
You may wonder what bad happened to the bo~. No, we
did not tie them to a tree after the 200tb ~are we there
yet". and by this time they had found. as they always do,
renewed energy with the goal in sight. Or, was it? Were
in the heck was this lake? Wa5 my trusted USGS map
wrong? No, it was there, but as everyone knows who bas
seen it from the jeep trail, the first sight is not exactly
Oftl"Ybel.ming because aU you can see is a very small
ezpanse of water with more than itS fair share of weeds.
"You've brought me all this way for this" my friend
!t.r~k~ smd ! ~ust ad.n:tit ! ~...s he~g to doubt all
the stories I had read and heard. The short trail to the
lake did reveal it to be considerably bigger and on the
second cast, my friend caught a nice small mouth bass
and by the time we finished. we bad caught between us
at least SO fish or was it the same fish 50 times!
Now with my life no longer in danger, I could relax and.
as I lay on the bank in the hot sun, I began to reflect on
the beauty, peace and tranquility of this lovely place and
as to whether it. or its image, could be improved by the
ingestion of a cold one. h I write this with a clear mind,
I would like to believe it not to be true but on that hot
Saturday afternoon. I would have loved the opportunity to
find out. Those of you who know me will. 1 hope, attest
to the fuet that I do not imbibe vast quantities of the
stuff, but like the time I was in Macon Ga., on a 100
degree Sunday, there is nothing worse than wanting a
beer when you cannot have one.
My mind became semi-delirious as I imagined that the
plane CMrb.ead would be forced to land on the sttip
nearby and, that the pilot would emerge carrying a cooler
which be would be happy to ezc.hange for some freshly
caught fish. Maybe the old legend of King Arthur was true
and that me Lady of the Lake would emerge out of the
depths. or shallows, clutching a cold one in her hand
instead of the sword Exc:alibur, or was it a pizza . I was
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really beginning to lose it. Instead I had to content myself
with filtered lake water which reminded me of a famous
British politician who refused to drink his scotch with
water because he did not want to drink anything in whim
fish had made love! After all there were many fish and I
figured that by now they had to have mastered the an,
some people do call it that. of reproduction. Talking
again of water. I was slowly becoming convinced I had
kidney failure as they had ceased to function despite
having drunk vast quantities of water throughout the day.
Maybe I am beginning to jest too much, so to return to a
more serious note. most of you realize. that 1 am not quite
as debauched as this article would suggest and that I do
have a very keen appreciation of the beauties at Cae. The
whole uperience was well wonh the effort and we had a
fairly un...eventful and easier aip back out. Funhermore 1
had done something I had never done before, spent some
quality time with my son. am better able to perform my
duties as a volunteer (particularly questions about the
Willow Ridge Trail) and caught more fish than ever
before. What more could a man ask for?? Yes, you've.
guessed it • a cold one on a warm afternoon which was
the first thing we did when we arrived at the bottom of
the hill and my kidneys breathed (that's the wrong word
but 1 could not think of a better one) a sigh of relief
(that's better) and Staned to function again.
A5 a
foomote, I still have my good friend and maybe one day
will persuade him to repeat the adventure. As to the last
remaining challenge, if there is anybody out there with a
light plane willi'!g to ma..lte 2. tlrop in t.t,.e hac..ltrounoy,
please call me collea . I will supply the parachute!
(Dedicated to Robert Long, a good friend. member of the
PRA and fellow sufferer.)
Frank Bath

1989 Trail Day At Coe
On April 22 the state wide Trail Day was held. For the
fourth year, Cae Park held its trail day in conjunction
with the state wide one. We had 125 people register to
help build and maintain trails. This is a new high in a
total that grows every year. Again this year as in the past
several years, Carl's Jr. donated well appreciated beef
sandwic:hes and lemonade for the hungry workers in the
late afternoon when they returned tired from a well spent
day.
Two sections of new trail were completed. About 2/3 of a
mile of ttail was built staniDg at Lost Spring and climbing
to Mahoney Meadows. This trail was completed to within
a few hundred yard of the top. (See the article below
about later developments on this trail.) Another 1/3 mile
of new trail was constructed leading to the site of the Eric
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May Memorial Bench site: on Pine: Ridge: overlooking Santa
Clara Valley.
Some: five: miles of existing trails we:re improved and
cle:ane:d up, induding se:ctions of the: Madrone Soda Spring
Trail, Mile Trail, Corral Trail, and Springs Trail.
LeifLarsen

Some Revised Trails Descriptions
In the past few years there have been several Trails Days
(one as recent as last ApnJ 22) and several trails have
been relocated to avoid difficult stJ"t:tches, to cope with
slides, or to improve the footing. One major relocation
~s the Fish Trail between Middle Ridge and the
Uttle Fork of Coyote Creek. Not the all that far from the
Cae Ranch is another trail that has undergone major
relocation: the trail from Ma.n.zanjta Point down to Poverty
Flat. Unfortunately. this relocation was accomplished by
careless hikers and riders who chose the direct route over
the carefully constructed switchbacks. We earnestly hope
to restore the: lane:r uail to its original alignment, but that
may have to await the nen Trails Day. planned for the
spring of 1990.
In both of these: ases, the published descriptions of these
trails (The Trails of Henry W. Coe State Park, Original
Coe Ranch Section) are inaccurate and badly misleading.
Prior to the publication of a revised edition, planned by
fall rtf 1989, you should use mt' versions soon to he
published in the Ponderosa.

Winslow R. Briggs

A New Way To Mahoney Ridge - The Lost
Spring Trail
(In the springs of 1987 and ]988, a group of volunteers
used the annual Trails Day to construct a new trail from
the til'S[ level meadow along the patrol road between Los
Cruzeros and Mahoney Ridge to Lost Spring - me first leg
of the Lost Spring Trail. The notion at that time was to
continue this trail all the way to the top of Mahoney
Ridge. It would then replace the patrol road, well known
fo r one Steep and aggravating descent followed by an
equally steep and even more aggravating ascent, both
exposed to the blazing sun. A gentle ascent through the
cool forest would thus be substituted for these unpleasant
stretches. On April 22, 1989, 26 volunteers used the 1989
Trails Day tD enend the new trail from Lost Spring past a
lovely campsite on the shoulder above the spring to within
a few hundred yards of the top of Mahoney Ridge. The
lateness of the day precluded finishing the job, but a
determined group of sineen returned the next weekend
and attacked. the final strf:tcb, completing the last yards at
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about 3:30 P. M. on April 30th. The result of tills
combined effort by hikers, bicyclers, and horseback riders,
is a lovely and relatively gentle way to get to Mahoney
Ridge from Los Ctuzeros, with easy access to both
campsite and spring. Pack a lunch, fill your water bottles,
and come to Cae early in the morning one day soon.
Cae's newest trail - and one of Coe's nicest trails beckons.)
To follow the Lost Spring Trail, proceed straight ahead in
the meadow where the road rums left. leaving a large oak
tree (and it's shaded garden of poison oak) to your right,
and keeping relatively on the level for a hundred yards or
so. The trail slants across meadow into a cluster of small
digger pines, but the terrain is essentially quite open. The
trail soon crosses a small drainage, slanu right away from
the line of an old jeep road Oong since abandoned for the
present patrol road) and climbs to the meadow's edge. A
left rum at the meadow's edge soon takes you in among
considerably larger digger pines. Look back before leaving
the meadow: there is a lovely rocky summit nearby,
defended by a fairly mature mixed forest, a photogenic
fonnation completely rudden from view along the patrol
road. You can also see the faint trace of the old jeep
road, now some distance away across the drainage .
The trail swings back. to the right, climbing a bit more,
and soon picks up another somewhat more major drainage
on iu right side. The rocky summit is quickly lost from
view and you are now making your way up through
forest. The way levels a bit, the forest deepens, and soon
a small climb leads to Lost Spring itself, at just over 1,500
feet in elevation. Even in dry years, this spring seems to
flow well, into a trough provided by ranchers many years
ago. There is a faint trail slanting up ahead at about ten
o'clock, a trail that could lead you to the Lost Spring
campsite on a shoulder above. However, this option is
very steep, and instead of taking it, you should double
back sharply left to follow the new trail constructed in
1989. It gets you much more gently to the same place.
You shortly traverse out of me drainage entirely, and into
more open woods. keeping the ascending slope on your
right. After a little meandering - the terrain is now more
meadowy - the trail makes a right angle turn right, u~
slope, and in about twenty five yard makes a second right
angle rum back left. In juSt a few yards is a junction: the
Lost Spring Trail continues straight ahead, and a side trail
to me right leads about twenty yards up to the shoulder
on which the campsite is to be found - complete with a
large flat tent site, and its very own table and oumouse.
This lovely spot is highly recommended for anything from
a brief rest stop to a lunch break to a leisurely afternoon
nap to an overnight stay. Even if you don't StOp at all, go
up an have a look. A second short section of side trail
slanu back to the Lost Spring Trail, joining it after about
fifty yards, so you don't even have to lose any altirude to
continue your journey to Mahoney Meadows.
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From the campsite junction, continue a slanting and
slightly climbing traverse, and youll soon pass the second
side trail leading back to the campsite. Here there are
nice glimpses of Willow Ridge over a patch of meadow
below you. The gradual climb leads to a sharp tum right,
and eventually the completion of a what has beoome a
somewhat awkward rigbt switchback brings you into an
opeD sloping meadow. As you cross the meadow, note the
Jarge bushes of poison oak, especially below the trail.
Poison oak is a master of many disguises. In deep forest it
appears as delicate ground cover. Around oaks in
otherwise open meadow, it may form. masses of vines
reaching thirty feet up the supporting trunks. Here it
forms symmetrical succulent bushes, especially attractive
with a flush of new growth in the springtime. No maner
what its disguise, stay away from it. All of its growth
forms are equally toxic!
The meadow isn't a large one, and just before you reach
the end of it the trail makes a sharp switchback left,
climbing a bit in the process, and then traverses the upper
side of the meadow almost on the level. Here you should
definitely stop for the view. The horizon is dominated by
a couple conical mountains in the distance. The nearer
one to the right is Eagle Pines, easily identified by its
ratty and asymmetrical population of digger pines . The
more distant one to the left is Bear Mountain Peak,
idec!ified by patches of meadow between scattered oaks .
Funher to the left, in the far dinance is Mt. Stakes, the
highest ridge visible. Enjoy these views, as except for the
fi..:2.1 ftw yar~ ..i:.: re:nainder of yo~ trip ""Jill be b.
woods.
lbe trail remains fairly level where it re-enters forest, and
as the forest deepens, crosses the first of two draws
draining the flanks of Mahoney Ridge. A shon climb soon
leads to the second draw and even deeper woods. As you
aoss this second drainage, the trail swings abruptly back
left and actually loses a little altitude. The down-grade is
soon replaced by level trail through more open woods,
and you eventually swing gradually right intO a slight
climb. The trail bas resumed its gradually asceoding
traverse through opeo woods, and Willow Ridge is
f'reqliently in sight through the trees to the left. Watch
carefully down the slope: pretty soon you should be able
to spot some of the jeep-eating gullies of the original
road. Pretty sooo the trail joins this road (above the
gullies, fonunately) and follows it with one shan
exception all of the way to the aest of the ridge. The
exception is a small detour left to avoid an especially
steep seaion of the old road - though the trail itself is
only marginally less steep than the road!
The final couple of hundred yards lead progressively ineo
more open councy: before you know it you have
completed the climb (and the Lost Spring Trail) and are
at an important junction. The Coit Route from China Hole
slants in from behind you 00 the right; the patrol road
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joins in at right angles on your left; and the road ahead

continues the Coit route across Mahoney Meadows, along
the crest of Mahoney Ridge .
(This description is an excerpt from a complete description
of the ascent of Mahoney Ridge from Los Cruzeros to be
published in a few months in a revision of The Trails of
Henry W. Coe State Park, Original Cae Ranch Section.)
Winslow R. Briggs
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